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Abstract

The first os protective covering (C one ) collected from a pair of,749 hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata) captured in Cuban waters in 1993 and 1994 were analyzed to see their body size and age distributions. The C one breadth (C one W) was reborn to the straight exoskeleton length (SCL) employing a formula, SCL=4.3527 (C one W)0.84?4, to look at its body size distribution. The SCL ranged from fifty one.3 to 96.1 cm with sixty eight.8 cm of mean and sixty eight.6 cm of median. Ages of captured turtles calculable from the C one surface patterns were ranged from three.3 to 61.5 years previous with fifteen.8 years of mean and fourteen.5 years of median. A growth perform of van Bertalanffy, M(t) =A ( I_Be-kt) ,was applied to see the link between the age and body size (SCL) . A formula, SCL=80.4 ( 1 -0.663e-0.18'Agel), was derived and indicated a holdup within the growth once concerning fourteen years previous. The maturation age additionally the} rate of sexually matured Cuban tortoiseshell chelonian turtles were also mentioned backed these results.
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Introduction

The hawks bill chelonian ,one among the prevailing ocean turtles, is enclosed on the Red List as a critically species by IUCN (International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources), similarly as listed within the Appendix I of the Convention on International exchange species of untamed Fauna and Flora (CITES). The threats ocean turtles face these days embrace overutilisation in pursuit of its exoskeleton, flesh, or eggs, loss of nesting home ground, and aquatic pollution. To eliminate these threats, conservative protecting measures as well as home ground protection, at the side of such aggressive measures as "head starting" during which hatchlings are raised in captivity so discharged within the wild, are adopted through trial and error. Study of those measures would require the observance of untamed turtles, understanding changes within the tortoiseshell chelonian populations similarly as changes in age distribution, and estimating the numbers of individual turtles, their sizes, and age circulation backed those changes.

However, few studies are conducted on aquatic turtles thanks to the issue in following and monitor them at shut aim their habitats with the optic. Moreover, there's the shortage of information on their migration routes and a stage-by-stage organic process distribution of the tortoiseshell chelonian that will justify our sampling ways. Thus, it's difficult to predict changes within the size and age distribution of populations. Meanwhile, researchers are gathering basic ecological information necessary to research the population dynamics of the sea turtle, like their age or size at the start of breeding, the length of the breeding season, and an actuarial table. Additional specifically, the link between body size and sexual maturity has been studied.

Once being recaptured by tagging, growth speed decided backed weight and exoskeleton size, so growth characteristics of the chelonian were analyzed. Once age estimation was doable or the turtle's age was already acknowledged, the age of sexual maturity may be calculable from the link between age and exoskeleton size or weight.

**Materials and ways**

The first os scutes \( C_1 \) from a pair of,749 wild tortoiseshell chelonian turtles that were captured in Cuban waters in 1993 and 1994, victimisation prime fishnets with 46\(''\)-53 cm mesh, 91. 4\(\text{m} \) long, and sixty \( ''\)-75 m thorough. The sex in every chelonian was unknown. The C one
widths (C one W) were measured employing a tape (±0.1 cm). backed C one W values, SCL was calculable employing a formula, SCL=4.3527 (C one W) zero.8484 14), to research body size distribution. CIs were severally photographed below identical conditions and these pictures were scanned and reborn into image information by pc. I examined the age backed the cyclicity of the exoskeleton surface pattern as represented previously13). Briefly, the pattern of black speckles on the exoskeleton area unit divided into 2 periods, one being the formation amount and also the different being the lesser formation amount, that happens once a year and whose cycles don't have anything to try to to with biological science or the increase of the shell.

Discussion

Histograms of SCL and also the calculable age shown in Figures one and a pair of had biases. this can be most likely thanks to the sizes of mesh (46 -53cm) of cyberspace used for capture. The turtles with smaller in size than the mesh size couldn't be captured. Those histograms indicate the distribution of the numbers of tortoiseshell chelonian turtles captured there, however don't represent the particular hawks bill distribution in Cuban waters. In general, prolific animals with comparatively bigger longevity, like reptiles, have a high early mortality (K-selection type), and their survival curves show a L-shape a pair of
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